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sun,) or Veevuswan, became a Kshutreeya Mureechee's
brother, Utree, had also a son named Som or Chundra (names
of the moon), and he, too, was a warrior The great majority
of the Rajpoot clans deduce their descent from either Soorya
or Chundra In the commentary on a Sanscrit work called
Rutun Kosh, it is said that the first of the Kshutreeya race
was Munoo, and that from him sprung thirty six tribes, of
whom some acquired surnames by \aliant exploits, some
attained the rank of kings, others fell to that of cultivators, or
even became lost in the Shoodra caste Chund Bharot states
that when the Sages dwelt on Mount Aboo, and were annoyed
by the Usoors, or demons, Wushisht, one of their number,
created from a sacrificial pit of fire four Kshutreeyas—Puree-
har, Solunkhee, Purmar, and Chohan From these sprung
the thirty six Rajpoot clans, which he thus enumerates —
The Sun, the Moon, the Jaduv1 races,
Kukoosth, Purmar, and Tonwur,
Chahoowan, Chalook,3
Chind,* Silar, Abheewur,
Dojamutt,6 Mukwan,8
(Jurooa Gohil, Gahiloot,
Chapotkut,' Pureohar,
Ra\ Rathor the angry,
Deora, Thank, Sindhuv, Umg,
1 The Jaduv or Yaduv to which the Ras of Soreth belonged Chohan
3 Solunkhee * Chundel * Daheema a MukwanS or Jhala ' Chowra
[As we have seen, the Rajputs are iwt the descendants of the ancient
Aryan Kshatnyas, but to a large extent are descended from Maitrakas,
Sakaa, Hunas, &c, from the North West There is still a small Rajput
tribe bearmg the last-mentioned name Rajputs are Lunar, Solar,
and Agnikula The Yadus were the leading Lunar clan, their chief
being Krishna They were probably 6akas who invaded Western
India in the first and second centuries a c The leading clan of the Solar
race was that of the Sesodias or Gehlots of Chitor, who claimed descent
horn Rama D R Bhandarkar has shown that they were connected
w ith tho Nagar Brahmans and probably were Maitrakas The Agmkulas
(among whom Forbes wrongly includes the Solar Rathors) were supposed
to have been created out of the fire pit on Mount Abu to replace the
Kshatnyaa massacred by Paragurama The legend has been thought
by some authorities to refer to the massacre of the Buddhists and Jams
by the invading Eunas and Gurjaras, who became upholders of orthodox
Hinduism See V A Smith, Early History oj India, 3rd edition, p 414,
&a, and Bhandarkar, op. ctt ]

